G1 INDUSTRIAL SCBA
READY WHEN YOU ARE
Industrial facilities demand dependable respiratory protection that is easy to use, comfortable to wear, and
ready to go. The G1 Industrial SCBA delivers performance whether it is needed for standby emergencies or
everyday work. Based on the G1 SCBA platform that has revolutionized the Fire Service, the G1 Industrial
SCBA gives you the safety, comfort, and easy maintenance that your workers deserve. Now enhanced with
convenient Industrial Remote Cylinder Connection (
), G1 Twin Cartridge Adapter, and features including
reflective shoulder harness, Kevlar straps, and metal buckles, the MSA G1 Industrial SCBA provides flexibility
in options across various industrial applications.

From the Fire House to Your Facility
Chances are that your fire department has seen or
switched to the G1 SCBA, which revolutionized the
municipal and public fire service with breakthrough
technology and comfort. This platform is now ready to
meet the needs of your challenging work environment.

Ready for Your Teams

+80%

The G1 Industrial SCBA makes adoption and acceptance
easy. Your teams will appreciate a lightweight, comfortable
facepiece with an 86% field of view. We also designed
our facepiece to fit over 80% of users in a medium size,
making deployment and adoption much simpler.
APR adapter makes the G1 facepiece your solution
for broad respiratory needs with fewer fit tests.

Ready for Work
Whatever your application, the G1 Industrial SCBA offers
unmatched comfort in a lightweight design. Chemicalresistant harness and cylinder options let you match your
apparatus to your work, whether it be confined space,
refining, hazmat, utililty, or standby needs.

WE KNOW WHAT’S AT STAKE
SEE BETTER,
COMMUNICATE
BETTER

FIT BETTER
Lightweight G1 Facepiece
fits more than 80% of sample
populations in a medium-size

Wide, 86% field of view and

mask, and an open port design

speaking diaphragm improve

lets them breathe easier.

awareness and communication.

BREATHE BETTER
Twin Cartridge APR Adapter

PROTECT BETTER

converts easily to air-purifying
respirator cartridges.

Regulator and facepiece design
minimizes cross-contamination

CHOOSE BETTER

among multiple users.

G1 Industrial SCBA offers
multiple harness configuration
options, including Nylon,

WORK BETTER

to match your work.

Lightweight, ergonomic design

Available with reflective trim

reduces stress and strain

and metal buckles for a

during extended work periods.

fire-hardened configuration.*

CONNECT BETTER

DECON BETTER

allows use of same cylinder
across all multiple platforms of SCBA.

NanoSphere-coated harness

G1 iRC ALSO COMPATIBLE WITH

resists chemical permeation,

G1 NFPA

and removable padding makes

AIRHAWK 2

for easier decontamination,
which saves maintenance

WEAR BETTER

time and expense.

Additional lumbar support,
shoulder pad, and chest strap
options allow for increased
comfort during extended use.

Keeping You Safe, Even in the
Most Dangerous Environments

Customize an SCBA to Meet
the Needs of Your Work

The MSA G1 Industrial SCBA has simple, proven pneumatics that

Whether your SCBA is used every day or is just there as a last line

are easy to maintain and reliable. Real safety, however, is not only

of defense, the G1 Industrial SCBA can meet the demands of your

about air supply—it’s about being able to see, work with less

workplace in a flexible platform to keep your workers safe.

stress, and perform in challenging situations. The G1 Industrial
SCBA delivers the performance to meet your challenge.

*Fire-hardened does not mean that product is NFPA approved; however, it does include the same
components as our firefighting device.

CONFIDENCE TODAY,
CONFIDENCE TOMORROW
The MSA G1 Industrial SCBA has a 15-year warranty that is best in class.
Find out more about what your Fire Department already knows,
give the G1 Industrial SCBA a try today.
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